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President’s Message
This is a President’s message I never envisioned having to write when I was elected.
Our Club lost one of its members to a diving related fatality on September 20, 2015.
Ken Gatherum was an active member of the Club and he will be missed. I’ve asked and as far
as I can tell this is the second diving related death of an active Club member in our history.
That’s a pretty good statistic but it does not make it any easier. There will be enough said about
Ken elsewhere in this month’s newsletter so I won’t dwell on it here.

The response from Club members has been overwhelming and brings to the forefront the fact
that we are almost like a Family. I’m really proud that the dialogue has all been about honoring
Ken and what we as a Club can do to help out his family during this emotional time. I’m glad that
there has not been a lot of discussion about the facts surrounding Ken’s death, about who
should have or could have done something different and who may or may not have been at fault.
That is very common in the dive community and I don’t think it serves any real purpose because
I don’t see that there is much for us to learn from the incident. We simply don’t know what
happened. We probably never will.
We are a diverse group of people who share a passion for a sport that has inherent dangers and
can be very unforgiving. We should never forget that and we should never take it for granted.
We tend to get complacent about following the safety protocols we all learn in our dive training
and I’m hoping that this tragedy will serve as a wakeup call to all of us not to take anything for
granted. We should never think that we are so experienced we can take shortcuts when
preparing for a dive. Let’s all start to do a buddy check before we enter the water. Let’s discuss
the dive plan with our buddy and address any potential contingencies and how we will handle
them. Let’s have a separation plan and discuss it and stick to it.
On a lighter note, The Annual Pumpkin Carving Contest dive is coming up on October 31st.
We’ve expanded the event this year by inviting Moss Bay Dive Club and UW Underdawgs to join
Marker Buoy and Boeing Seahorses. That should get a really good turnout. So get your carving
teams together and start planning. There will be food and beverages both before and after the
dive and of course there will be prizes!!!!
Have a great month and BE SAFE.
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Cover Photo
Taken by: Ken Gatherum
Location: Belize, 2015

New Members
Welcome to the Club! You’ve joined one of the most active and social dive clubs in the region.

Mark Daniel

Matt Shingler

As you can tell from Meetup we have a steady stream of activities going on for divers of all experience and skill levels. You are also invited to attend the monthly club meeting. This is a great
opportunity to meet club members in person, hear from interesting speakers, and get into the
swing of things. Details are on the Meetup site.
First time dive hosts will receive a 5 fill air card from Lighthouse Dive Center. If you get 6 Club
members to attend you will also earn a 10 fill card from the dive shop of your choice.
That’s almost $100 for very little work, but lots of fun. Everybody wins!

October Monthly Meeting at Sunset Hill Community Center
We are pleased to welcome Barry Dunford, Regional Manager at PADI
Americas as our guest speaker on October 7th.
Barry leads the Northwest Customer Service Team for PADI
(Professional Association of Diving Instructors).

November Monthly Meeting at Virginia Mason Center for Hyberbaric Medicine
Details to be provided on Meetup for location and parking for November meeting
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In celebration and memory of Ken Gatherum
We are deeply saddened to have lost our friend Ken Gatherum. Ken was an active Marker Buoy
Dive Club member, a talented and prolific underwater photographer and frequent contributor to the
Buoy Tender newsletter. But most of all, he was universally recognized and valued as an exceptionally warm, generous, and kind friend and dive buddy.
This issue of the Buoy Tender is dedicated to Ken. On the following pages Marker Buoy members
and others in the dive and photography community share their memories of him.
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Belize 2015
Photos by Ken Gatherum
In mid-September Ken submitted photos of his recent trip to for inclusion in the October Buoy
Tender. In the covering emails he told me that he would provide the information for each shot
(subject, location, camera data) in late September after he returned from his Nootka Sound dive
trip. It has been both heart-breaking and eerie to look back at those emails.
I met Ken a couple of years ago on a jam-packed dive boat in the San Juans. In my few encounters since then Ken always warmly engaged with genuine interest—even though we had met only
briefly. When I undertook the role of Newsletter Editor, not only did he regularly provide gorgeous photos and well-organized information, he also cheered me on as a supportive colleague.
He radiated kindness and was a person who made my life a better place to be.
Ken wanted us to see these pictures from his Belize trip. So let’s share and rejoice in his vision.
The images that he so sklllfully captured and edited allow us to experience the world through his
eyes and to see it in just the way that he wanted to share it with us.
Myra Wisotzky
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From Joyce Merkel
I know I’m not alone, but I’m still stunned that Ken is gone. He was such a kind and generous
presence in my life. Fritz and I were at the Club’s Dive Expo booth when he inquired about our
club. It impressed us so much that he was from Richland and planned to come over often to dive
Puget Sound. We took him out on his first dives with the club and many afterwards. He joined
the club in May of 2013. From there he became friends in his easy manner with many others in
the club and started joining many of the local boat dives and trips further away both with our club
and with other folks.
One of the things I’ll remember most about him is how humble he was about his photography. He
had been a professional photographer as part of his job. In addition he had done years of beautiful underwater photography with his Nikonos film camera. And yet he was still genuinely excited
about other photographers work in the club. He would not only give advice when asked, but at
times ask for advice from us! He would always write an email letting us know how much he liked
our recent efforts. It meant a lot to me coming from him. It even helped keep me going when I
was discouraged.
Last March we had the pleasure of traveling with Ken to and from the Philippines. He stayed at
our house and then we all bused up to Vancouver to meet others on the trip and catch the plane.
Coming back we stayed overnight in Vancouver and caught the bus back the next day. He was
such a calm presence the whole trip. He was one of the six of us who did the extended part of
the trip to Puerto Galera. His quiet energy was amazing. He dove every one of the 31 dives at
Anilao. He finally let a dive go at Puerto Galera when the visibility made taking photos impossible
any way. But that’s what it took. Otherwise he couldn’t miss a chance for another great photo.

One of the things I’ll
remember most about

him is how humble he
was about his
photography.

I’ll never forget something that happened in the Manila
airport as we were returning. There were just four of
us at that point. Our trip leader Marli Wakeling was
with us. We all arrived at the airport by a prescheduled van about 6 hours early. The airport was
arranged so that there were no shops and no place to
sit down until you checked in and went past security.
There was also no air conditioning. Marli inquired and
was sternly told check-in wasn’t to be done until 2
hours before the flight! This was not going to be pleasant. At this point Ken says to us, “Let me pull my poor
old man act”. Next thing we knew the stern check-in
clerk was signally all of us over to be checked in. He
was our hero.

I will miss Ken so much.
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Ken at Verde Island off Puerto Galera

Ken taking in a photo lecture at Anilao. (also Judy Brooks and Karin Fletcher)
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The wild ride to Puerto Galera (Ken, Gene Coronetz, Marli Wakeling, Judy Brooks, Joyce Merkel)

The whole gang at Anilao
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Ken taking photos on tropical and local dives

Photos from Fritz and Joyce Merkel
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From Pat Gunderson
I met Ken Gatherum over the phone before a Marker Buoy trip to LaPaz Mexico in Oct of 2013.
He had called me to ask questions about the trip since I had been the year before. Since the trip we
kept in touch and talked about underwater photography and diving. We became good friends who
shared an interest in photography and diving. We met to dive together and exchange Ideas about photography. Ken was always smiling and enthusiastic. Never one to criticize and always had something
positive to say, ready and willing to help. He will be missed.
Here are 2 photos from the first trip to LaPaz when I met him
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River crayfish
By Ken Gatherum
Photo courtesy of Pat Gunderson
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Nootka Sound, 2014
Photo by Bruce Brown
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Nootka Sound, 2014
Photo by Degan Walters
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From Steve Kalilimoku

I met Ken at the club banquet in 2014. He sat next to me and we chatted all
during the evening about scuba diving. During that time he and I became
friends. We did a Saltwater park dive and later a Mukilteo crab dive. I did the
chasing and he did the photography on his new camera.

He later sent me pictures of me taken at both sites. One I keep as my cell
phone home page and the other as my image for my gmail account.

I will miss you Ken, but in Hawaii we choose to celebrate one's life rather

than grieve for ones death. I choose to celebrate it, my friend.

You will always be with me. In my heart and in my thoughts. I call you
friend. You are my friend.
Always your dive buddy,
Steve K
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Ken above and below the surface at Nootka Sound
Photos by Bruce Brown
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Wolf eel with diver by Ken Gatherum
Agate Bay
Nikon F
55 mm Nikkor Lens
Published September 2013 in Pacific Northwest Diver
Pnwups.com/images/Archive/pnw_diver_2013-9.pdf
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Pacific Northwest Diver: Ken Gatherum
Text and photos from September 2013 issue of Pacific Northwest Diver on-line magazine
courtesy of Dan Clements, Pacific Northwest Underwater Photographic Society

Ken Gatherum started diving and on Guam in 1965 while serving as a Photographer in the US
Navy. The UW photography equipment of choice at that time was a Nikonos I with a 35mm f/ 3.5
lens and a flash gun. Although flash bulbs worked well on the first dive, they tended to explode
on subsequent dives.
Ken later received a NAUI certification at Brooks Institute of Photography while attending their
Undersea Program in 1972. After graduating from Brooks Institute of Photography with majors in
Commercial and Industrial Photography, Ken returned to Tri-Cities, Washington where he was
employed as a corporate photographer for Hanford Site contractors Battelle Northwest, Boeing
Computer Services and Lockheed Martin Information Technology.
During these early years, he obtained an Oceanic Hydro 35 housing with a Nikon F Motor Drive
equipped with 55mm Micro Nikkor and a 24mm Nikkor lenses for close-ups and medium shots
and a Nikons III with a 15mm UW Nikkor for wide angle shots. Lighting was provided by dual Ikelite 150 Strobes. He occasionally mounted the Nikonos camera to the top of the Oceanic housing
so he had the option of shooting either close-ups or wide angle shots during the same dive.
Since he was using EO connectors for flash sync, he had the ability to switch between camera
systems during the dive. He also had a film capacity of 72 images.
Unfortunately, because of work commitments, Ken stopped diving 15 years ago.
Ken has recently retired and is now pursuing items on his bucket list which includes underwater
photography.
To that end, Ken has recently purchased a Canon EOS 5D Mark III and Nauticam UW housing
with dual Sea & Sea YS-D1 strobes. The Sigma 15mm f/2.8 will be the lens of choice for wide
angle images and the Canon EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS USM Lens will be used for close-up
work.
Ken is currently using a Windows computer with Photoshop CS6 for image processing and also
plans to explore the capabilities of Lightroom. Although his goal is to obtain the best image possible in camera, he believes that post processing software provides some excellent tools that can
greatly enhance his images.
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Advice for purchasing an underwater camera housing:
While doing his research for the purchase of an underwater camera and housing, Ken sought the
advice of underwater photographers and equipment stores. Based on this information, the housing selection was narrowed down to Aquatica, Nauticam and Subal housings. The key to making
the final selection was the ability to evaluate all of the housings at one time at an underwater
equipment store.
Lighting is an integral is aspect of underwater photography providing shape, definition and texture for our subjects. Strobe lights also help to minimize camera and subject movement and add
color to the monochromatic underwater world.
The key to improving your underwater photography is to dive as much as possible – practice
make perfect! Participation in a dive clubs such as the “Marker Buoys” makes it easy for club
members to share techniques and concepts to improve their underwater photography.
Ken is looking forward to the transition from film to digital underwater photography.
Key advantages include:

Instant feedback on lighting (backscatter) and exposure. (When shooting film, you had no
feedback until your film was processed at the end of a dive trip.)
Ability to change ISO on the fly. (When shooting film, you had to select a given film/ASA prior
to your dive).
Higher strobe sync speeds which minimize subject movement and produces sharper images.
(Old film cameras had a flash sync speed of 1/60 while the new digital cameras have flash
sync speeds of 1/200 and 1/250).
The ability to use shorter strobe arms for wide angle photography. (Based on instant image
feedback and new lighting techniques the need for longer strobe arms has been reduced
when shooting in turbid water to avoid backscatter).
Before Ken stopped diving, most of his diving was in the San Juan Islands and the Columbia River so he is looking forward to diving some warm water destinations in the future.
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Ken Gatherum photographing whale shark in La Paz , Sea of Cortez
Photo by Dan Clements
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From Carl Baird

I met Ken on a 2013 dive trip to LaPaz, Mexico. Since then, I've been on several other travel dive
trips and day charters with him, being his dive buddy several times.

He stayed at my Arlington home on a
couple occasions to break up his very
long travel time between Richland, WA
and a Vancouver Island dive trip destination we were heading for.
Being new to underwater photography,
Ken was a real blessing to me when I
asked for advice and tips. We had a
good many phone conversations and
email exchanges about upcoming trips
and me asking all sorts of photography
questions.

Ken was just plain generous with his time and knowledge, had all sorts of fascinating stories to
share, and was a wonderful travel companion on dive trips.

For many of us, Ken would email his
wide angle images of us with our
camera gear underwater. He had a
talent for eliminating the local
backscatter in his wide angle shots,
so that even Puget Sound looked
like the clear waters of the tropics.

Those underwater photos of me and
my fellow club members, using our
cameras, are some of my most
prized memories of Ken.
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Photos by Carl Baird
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My Journey to Richland
By Dave Ballard
I really didn’t know Ken very well. I would see him once in a while at the meetings in Ballard and he
would send me an email once in a while. At the meetings we would have fairly brief but friendly discussions about whatever either of us would feel like talking about. Our email conversations would either involve a question he had for me involving my role as a MBDC board member or something
about some photos I had just posted. In every one of our interactions, Ken was kind and gracious.
He seemed like a nice, regular guy.
As I was making the drive to Richland, I felt as though I was unwinding Ken’s journeys of the past.
Coming from Salt Lake City, I know the I-90 and I-82 path through Washington better than I care to
admit. But this trip seemed different. I was watching the mile posts tick by one by one and I realized
Ken had to see each one of these markers twice for each time he wanted to dive in Puget Sound. I
thought of the number of times I saw him at a meeting or his RSVP ‘yes’ to a dive made me realize
just how much he had to do to enjoy what I sometimes take for granted.
It gave me a lot of time to think about what I was doing and what I was headed toward. During the
drive, Andrea asked me what I would do if someone was mad at me for being a diver and what that
did to Ken. I didn’t go into much detail with her at the time, but I believe I told her. “I would let them.”
If someone was furious at me for being a diver because of the loss of someone close, I figured they
needed that emotional release far more than I needed my piece and comfort in my own personal
space. I know I would soon get that back and they would never get Ken back. I figured I could provide a catalyst of release for them if someone needed it. That internal conversation made me realize
that I was travelling a fair distance to attend a funeral for a person I did not know that well. It made
me realize that I really had no idea what to expect.
Friday morning we arrived at the church a bit early and it allowed us to get settled in. As a kid who
grew up in Salt Lake and central Utah, the venue of a Church of Ladder Day Saints is very familiar
and it made me a bit more comfortable. As the service started, there was a decent but motley collection of people who attended. As the service started, I felt an empathic loss for what the others around
me had lost in their friend, co-worker, or family member.
Many people took their turn behind the podium to tell their story about how they knew Ken. Each story was kind and heartfelt. As the service continued, I felt closer to Ken and the people in his life. After
a while, came to a realization. Many of these people had known Ken for 10 to 40 years. Yes, they will
never see him again, but they did get the opportunity to know him for that time. However, I barely
knew Ken for just a couple of years. I began to get an understanding of the loss that I experienced.
These people knew he was a kind man, an accomplished photographer, and an absolute joy to be
around. I am sitting here learning these things at his funeral. In that moment, I felt robbed.
I realized there was not much I could do about what could have been between Ken and myself. But
in that moment I made a promise to myself and Ken. “Don’t learn about how great someone is at
their funeral.”
So that is the lesson I will take from Ken. If things had turned out differently, he could have taught me
a lot about many things. But in this way, he has taught me one of the most important lessons of my
life.
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From Andrea Naert
The opportunity to attend a funeral is never one that anyone looks forward to. Such events can be
awkward, emotional and terribly stressful. Given the recent tragic events for Salish Sea divers,
there have been too many, and those far too close together. I didn't get to attend Lynne Flaherty's
memorial so attending Ken Gatherum' s service was all the more important to me.
I was a bit hesitant to attend. As a diver and member of Ken's Seattle-area dive club, I didn't know
what sort of welcome we'd receive. Would the family or those who were closest to Ken be angry or
resentful toward us or would they we happy we were there to honor our club member and dive buddy? I decided to greet this possible adversity head-on by finding Gloria, Ken's twin sister, at the
service and offering my sincere condolences and let her tell me how she felt.
We arrived at the church early and were warmly greeted by the Bishop. He helped me find Gloria
right away. I was immeasurably relieved because, as soon as I introduced myself, she hugged me
fiercely and thanked us for coming. I told her that it was really important to me that we meet so
that, at the events for Ken on October 10th, she knew some people there already. She hugged me
again and I felt a whole lot better. What a gracious and composed lady on such a tough day!
The service was lovely with several speakers sharing their memories and impressions of Ken. The
speaker who moved me to tears was a man named Scotty who knew Ken for over 38 years. They
attended the same school and then worked together. Scotty amply captured Ken's mischievous
and playful nature. His memories spanned so many years and he shared several funny and touching stories. His gratitude for being a friend of Ken's was so easy to see. At the end of his talk, he
compared Ken to Peter Pan, having flown "toward the second star to the right and straight on 'til
morning."
The service ended with a slideshow presentation about Ken. There were many pictures of his childhood in Hawai'i. Eventually, his professional work was shown. His style was meticulous and full of
color and light. It takes a real artist to make a picture of a boring industrial park look interesting and
Ken accomplished that in spades. His underwater pictures were similar -- so saturated and lush.

I took the opportunity to speak with Scotty later during the nice lunch the church provided. He told
us how Ken spoke about diving and how his joy in photographing the undersea world was evident
in his images. That was the Ken I knew and it was comforting to know that I had known a man
living his greatest joy by sharing his art with so many.
The drive home was quiet as I was tired after a trying day. I was grateful to get home and get a
solid night's sleep. I'm looking forward to the events planned for October 10th when Marker Buoy
will host a memorial dive for Ken and gather together to share a meal and admire his photography.
Ken was a hell of a guy, talented and generous. He will be missed.
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From Jen Vanderhoof

I knew Ken a little over a year and found him to be genuinely kind and generous of spirit.
This photo was taken after our first (and it turned out only) dive together -- at Sunrise. After
the dive, he patiently modeled for me as I experimented with over-unders. Ken was happy to
share his knowledge, and eager to learn from the experience of others. He was the person
who taught me about the eyedropper function in Lightroom. He also called me a few weeks
ago to ask about my experience snorkeling with megafauna and what the best fins would be to
use for a trip he'd planned to the Silver Banks. These are every-day moments, but they were
moments of connection and friendship, and I am grateful for the chance to have gotten to
meet, dive with, and talk diver-stuff with Ken. If there is a heaven just for divers, I hope Ken's
days will be filled with gentle whales and "God Rays" and the nights with sparkling
bioluminescence.

(Gentle whales and God rays are in reference to a September Pacific Northwest Diver issue where
Ken published a photo he titled “Orca with God Rays”)
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http://pnwups.com/images/Archive/pnw_diver_2013-09.pdf

I would offer my sincere condolences over the recent passing of Ken Gatherum. I should
introduce my self, Steve Vento, I am a past president of the Professional Photographers of
WA and a very long time old friend of Ken…..I’m still stunned as are all of our member that
had the privilege of knowing him. I’ll attach an image of him judging at one of our conference
(it has to be 40 years old). Ken was, I’m sure, a big part of your family of divers as he was
also a big part of the photography family not only in Washington State, but in the national
association the Professional Photographers of America as well.
Just a note about Ken. I, like Ken, would enter (4) images once a year at our photographers
conference. Of course its a big deal for us to enter and to be sure one can hope for an award
or a trophy. Ken didn't always enter prints for competition, but when he did, I always knew I
was going to be in 2nd place.
Our profound regrets to those divers that knew him,
Steve Vento, FP
Olympia, WA
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From Steve Vento
Past President
Professional Photographers of Washington
Olympia, WA
The story behind the photograph (previous page) was taken during one of the Professional Photographers of Washington annual conference and print competition. The panel consist of 5 qualified
photographers and what they are looking at (judging) is one of the approximately 80 + entries.
The back story of our yearly conference starts with most members, entering 4 custom 16x20 prints in
several categories (portraits, weddings, commercial, industrial, aerials, pets). Of course we enter what
we think is our best work of the year and we are 'putting it all on the line' to be judged by our peers.
This ends 4 days later with an awards banquet. The judges you see are highly experienced photographers. In fact Steve Conner, Brent Kane are all fellow class mates from Spokane Falls Community
College. Our instructor is Merl Brown 2nd from the right. Each judge is viewing an entry and now
presenting their score.
I just received this image a week ago from Steve Conner, oddly enough, I’m sitting in the background
between Brent and Merl. I’m thinking this was taken in the mid to late 70s. I might add, when Ken
entered images usually in the Commercial/Industrial division, it was a foregone conclusion that Ken
would walk off with all the awards.
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Upcoming Dive Trip
By Gene Coronetz

WAKATOBI
APRIL 4 -18, 2016
Wakatobi is a popular upscale 5-star dive resort. Their dive yacht, the “Pelagian” is a world-class
luxurious dive liveaboard accommodating 10 passengers and a crew of 12.
Wakatobi Resort is located on a remote tropical island south of Sulawesi (central Indonesia), a
one and a half hour flight by private charter flight from Bali.
Wakatobi is considered to be at the “epicenter of the world’s most biodiverse marine environment”
with beautiful coral walls, diverse sea life and unusual critters on vibrant protected pristine reefs.

Come join your fellow Marker Buoy Members for a once in a life time experience. This exclusive
resort/dive yacht are truly service oriented and beyond elegance and their prices reflect that; however, we will get some discounts for staying more than 7 nights, and if we get 9 paying, we will get
1 spot free which will be divided among all. We still have 1 double cabin for 2 and 1 single available on the boat and all accommodations available at the resort from the luxurious 2-bedroom villa
to a garden view bungalow. We plan to spend 7 days on the yacht and 7 days at the resort with a
total of 12 days of diving. Come join us for both or for one or the other. The pricing is dependent
on the yacht cabin chosen and/or the bungalow desired, plus the dive package and the private
charter flight.
Check out their website at www.wakatobi.com. To find out more about our trip and the pricing, call
Judi Brooks or Gene Coronetz or e-mail us. A deposit of 25% of your total package for the trip is
due now to hold your spot, so don’t delay.
Judi Brooks: 425-641-2570 e-mail: divegal100@comcast.net

Gene Coronetz: 206-351-9864 e-mail: ecoronetz@gmail.com
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Upcoming Dive Trip
By John Downing

God’s Pocket Resort, Port Hardy, Vancouver Island, BC
May 13-19, 2016 | Trip Estimate is $2,203.28 (Canadian)
God's Pocket Resort is a land-based diving location for cold water divers.
Accessible only by boat, it is a secluded wilderness spot surrounded by
forested islands and the waterways of the Queen Charlotte Strait.
The resort is about 5 minutes from Browning Pass and the world famous
Browning Wall. Other dive sites (weather and currents depending) include: Barry Islet, Dillon Rock, Nakwakto Rapids, Hunt Rock and various
sites in Bates Pass, to name a few.
One of the featured dives of the trip will be Tremble Rock (AKA Turret
Rock) in the Nakwakto Rapids. The Nakwakto Rapids is located at the
mouth of Seymour Inlet and has been recognized as the fastest tidal
surge in the world, and can run up to 18.5 miles per hour during peak tidal
changes

Richard Salas

There are sites at Gods Pocket that are suitable for divers of all skill levels. Nakwakto Rapids is NOT one of them. (Please access “Additional
Trip Info Link” below for additional information).
Spring is a good time to witness everything being born. Lots of babies
around! The small kelp beds are a nursery containing lots of young sea
life. The visibility is anywhere from 20-100 feet, depending on sunshine
availability.

Richard Salas

The cost for this trip is $2203.28 Canadian $ per person all taxes included. They require a 25% ($550.82) Canadian nonrefundable deposit to
hold your spot. Balance is due March 15 2016. Depending on how quickly
the charter fills, they may require full payment sooner than March 2016 to
be sure you are committed. If we get 12 people to go, the rate drops to
$1,762.63. Canadian per person all taxes included. Transportation to
God’s Pocket Resort is not included.
Trip Contact:
John Downing – (425) 941-5852, johndo88@gmail.com .
Additional Trip Information Link: (Complete Document)
God’s Pocket Resort: http://www.godspocket.com
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About Marker Buoys
The Marker Buoy Dive Club of Seattle meets at 7:00 PM, the first Wednesday of each month
(except July, which is our annual picnic) at the Sunset Hills Community Center, 3003 NW 66th St.
98117 in Ballard. The Marker Buoy Dive Club is one of the most active dive clubs in the Pacific
Northwest. Membership level is around 150. Our members include some that are new to diving or
to the Seattle area. Many have over 1,000 dives in their log.
In addition to hosting many dives each month, monthly meetings are held at the Sunset Community
Center in Ballard. Monthly meetings give members an opportunity to give reports on club dives of
the previous month, information on upcoming dives, and occasionally slide and video presentations
of dives. A guest speaker related to scuba diving, the marine environment, or something of interest
to divers is featured every month. Club-sponsored activities include over 100 dives each year, dive
planning parties, an annual picnic at Woodland Park, and an annual banquet.

General Club Policies
DIVER’S EDUCATION

WEIGHT BELT REPLACEMENT POLICY

The club will reimburse members $15 for successful completion of advanced certification
courses that increases the member’s competency and safety. Limit of 3 reimbursements
per club member per calendar year. Courses
that qualify are advanced diver, rescue diver,
dive master, instructor, nitrox, DAN O2 Provider, and initial First Aid & CPR (non-renewal).
Reimbursement for other courses subject to
board approval. Just show proof of course
completion to David Riley, Treasurer, for your
reimbursement.

The club will reimburse any member who ditches
weights in what they consider an emergency during any dive, anywhere. The reimbursement is for
replacement cost of all items ditched and not recovered, up to a maximum of $150.

MEET UP/ MARKER BUOYS
Join our members only on-line web group!
Find a last-minute dive buddy, ride, or directions to a dive, trip reports, as well as our
newsletters: http://www.meetup.com/MarkerBuoy-Dive-Club/

SPONSOR A DIVE, EARN

AN

AIR CARD

Dive hosts receive an Air Card good at local dive
shops when 6 Marker Buoy members participate
on the dive. The Club Oxygen Kit counts as a
buddy as long as one member of the party is O2
trained. Limit of 1 Air Card per club member per
calendar month. The club has two O2 kits - currently with Kimber Chard and Gene Coronets.
To request an air card, complete the
“Dive Host Air Card Request Form” and submit it
to the Treasurer, Dave Riley.

Membership
Members must be a certified diver and 18 years or
older. Any certified diver under 18 is welcome on
club dives if a parent is a club member and comes
as their buddy.

MARKER BUOY 2015 BOARD
President: Mark Wilson

Treasurer: David Riley

Webmaster: Dave Ballard

Vice President: Kimber Chard

Programs: Hiller West

Event Director: Andrea Naert

Secretary: Josh Schripsema

Newsletter: Myra Wisotzky

Refreshments: Catherine Knowlson
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